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Running LinuxO'Reilly, 2005
You may be contemplating your first Linux installation. Or you may have been using Linux for years and need to know more about adding a network printer or setting up an FTP server. Running Linux, now in its fifth edition, is the book you'll want on hand in either case. Widely recognized in the...
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Discrete Mathematics (4th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2001

	Today an increasing proportion of the applications of mathematics involves discrete rather than continuous models. The main reason for this trend is the integration of the computer into more and more of modem society. This book is intended for a one-semester introductory course in discrete mathematics.


	Prerequisites Even though a...
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From Java to Ruby: Things Every Manager Should KnowPragmatic Bookshelf, 2006
As I drove across the central Texas landscape, my excitement and anxiety were both building. I was driving to a new client that would change everything for me. This short trip would take me an hour south to a small college town, but symbolically I was beginning a much longer journey. I was going from Java to Ruby.

The past year, I had...
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Introduction to Software Process Improvement (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2010


	The objective of this book is to give an introduction to the software process improvement

	field to computer science students. The well-known Capability Maturity Model Integration

	(CMMI1) is used as the vehicle for software process improvement as it has become the

	de facto standard2 for implementing best practice in software...
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Elements of Modern AlgebraBrooks Cole, 2008

	ELEMENTS OF MODERN ALGEBRA 7e, with its user-friendly format, provides you with the tools you need to get succeed in abstract algebra and develop mathematical maturity as a bridge to higher-level mathematics courses.. Strategy boxes give you guidance and explanations about techniques and enable you to become more proficient at constructing...
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Fundamentals of Digital Television TransmissionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000
Many engineers familiar with analog television broadcast systems are now faced with designing, operating, and maintaining digital television systems. A major reason for this introductory book is to make the transition from analog to digital television broadcasting as painless as possible for these engineers. The emphasis is on radio-frequency (RF)...
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Adaptive Filtering (The Springer International Series in Engineering and Computer Science)Springer, 2012

	The field of Digital Signal Processing has developed so fast in the last two decades that it can be found in the graduate and undergraduate programs of most universities. This development is related to the growing available techno logies for implementing digital signal processing algorithms. The tremendous growth of development in the...
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Practical Cyber Intelligence: How action-based intelligence can be an effective response to incidentsPackt Publishing, 2018

	Your one stop solution to implement a Cyber Defense Intelligence program in to your organisation.

	Key Features
		
			Intelligence processes and procedures for response mechanisms
	
			Master F3EAD to drive processes based on intelligence
	
			Threat modeling and intelligent frameworks

...
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The JR Programming Language: Concurrent Programming in an Extended JavaSpringer, 2004
JR is a language for concurrent programming. It is an imperative language that provides explicit mechanisms for concurrency, communication, and synchronization. JR is an extension of the Java programming language with additional concurrency mechanisms based on those in the SR (Synchronizing Resources) programming language. It is suitable for...
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User Modeling, Adaptation and Personalization: 19th International Conference, UMAP 2011, Girona, SpainSpringer, 2011


	The 19th International Conference on User Modeling, Adaptation and Personalization

	(UMAP 2011) took place in Girona, Spain, during July 11–15, 2011.

	It was the third annual conference under the UMAP title, which resulted from

	the merger in 2009 of the successful biannual User Modeling (UM) and Adaptive

	Hypermedia (AH)...
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Lean Culture in Higher Education: Towards Continuous ImprovementPalgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		This book deepens the understanding of cultural conditions for implementing organizational and process changes in higher education institutions. Developing the humanistic and critical trend in Lean management research, it aims to define the notion and maturity of a Lean culture in higher education institutions as well as to determine...
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The Business of IT: How to Improve Service and Lower CostsIBM Press, 2009
Drive More Business Value from IT… 


and Bridge the Gap Between IT and Business Leadership

	
    Apply business practices throughout IT to optimize budgets and improve ROI

    
	...
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